In order to keep your Harper proofer system functioning at peak performance, Harper Corporation of America strongly recommends a periodic preventative maintenance program to inspect all parts and determine if your proofer system requires replacement of any parts showing signs of wear and tear due to normal use. Other general repairs and/or proofer adjustments may be required to keep the proofing equipment functioning properly.

For a nominal fee, Harper offers a Proofer Maintenance Program (PMP) to assist and help determine the current condition of your proofer equipment. The PMP will provide you with a full analysis and complete evaluation of any the following proofing systems:

- Echocel™ Junior Proofer Assembly
- QD™ Proofer Assembly
- Phantom™ Proofer Assembly
- QD™ Flatbed Proofing Table

The PMP includes a complete analysis of all parts, a thorough cleaning of the unit and verifying the proofer drawdown capabilities afterwards. You will receive a complete evaluation and a detailed report noting all recommendations for replacements parts needed, as well as any additional repairs that may be required. The cost for these repairs and/or parts will also be listed in the report. Harper will not make any repairs or replace any parts without your prior approval. Please contact your Harper representative for details.

The Proofer Maintenance Program will allow us to inspect your Harper proofer system to determine:

- The current condition of all proofing parts.

- The condition of your hand proofer assembly/flatbed table in order to produce proper drawdowns.

- The need to replace parts or repair the proofer system to bring back to peak performance.

Learn more about Harper Corporation of America at www.harperimage.com